PLENUM SENSOR

Standard 40” Length

WiFi Temperature Probe

Steps GMS
PO Box 336
Edon, OH 43518

10’ Length

BIN MONITOR

SMART SWITCH

Need to know the temperature of your grain?
This probe comes in two lengths 40” or 10’.
Includes one temperature sensor and uses Wifi
to send information to your Smart Phone App.

All products require a smart phone
and WiFi at bin site. You can contact
your local cell phone company for a
mobile hotspot.

User friendly technology
Applied to modern operations

PO BOX 336
EDON, OH 43518
FREE DOWNLOADABLE APP
WITH PURCHASE!
NO ADDITIONAL SUBSCRIPTION
FEES….

Www.stepsgms.com
Email: info@stepsgms.com
Eli Troyer: 419-630-6449
Tammy Hantz: 260-624-5969

PLENUM SENSOR

BIN MONITOR

SMART

Includes Cable
up to 36’
12’ Wire Included
Per Fan

Additional Sensor

STEP
Our focus is on grain storage. Knowing when
to run your fans when the conditions are
right. The Smart Switch will automatically
turn on/off the fans according to your
settings. In real time you can read the current
temperature/humidity at your bin site,
change your settings, or simply monitor the
current conditions. You will need: a smart
phone and WiFi at the bin site. NOTE: you can
purchase a hotspot from your local cell phone
store to provide WiFi.
This is a simple and affordable solution to
ensure the best ROI on your investment!

STEP
Picture of Cable

STEP
Adding a temperature sensor in the grain can
help identify potential problems before they
arise. The Steps Bin Monitor includes a cable,
up to 36’ with one temperature sensor,
additional sensors can be added at an
additional cost. This allows you to know your
grain temperature as well as head space
temperature and humidity at any time.

Humidity control: Adding a Plenum Sensor to
your low temp heater gives you the precise
temperature and humidity readings of what is
going into your grain allowing you to dry your
grain in the bin. Control your low temp heater from your smart phone with the free
downloadable app from Steps GMS.

Additional Option:
Grain too dry? Add humidity using Fogging
nozzles with the ability to control from your
smart phone.

